internationally recognized expert on international law and human rights. Boyle's book is powerful, noble and compelling, and he states its purpose upfront:
Today, a "monumental struggle (is being waged) for the heart and soul of (America) and the future of the world...." It matches peacemakers on one side, war makers on the other, and all humanity hanging in the balance. The book provides hope and ammunition. It's an urgent call to action and demonstrates that "civil resistance (is) solidly grounded in international law, human rights (efforts), and the US Constitution." It "can be used to fight back and defeat the legal, constitutional, and humanitarian nihilism of the Bush administration" neocons and their chilling Hobbesian vision -imperial dominance, homeland police state, and permanent "war that won't end in our lifetimes," according to Dick Cheney.
Boyle has the antidote: "civil resistance, international law, human rights, and the US Constitution -four quintessential principles to counter....militarism run amok." Our choice is "stark and compelling." We must act in our own self-defense "immediately, before humankind exterminates itself in an act of nuclear omnicide." The threat today is dire and real, it demands action, and civil resistance no longer is an option. With survival at stake, it's an obligation. 
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99 This eye-opening collection of documents ranging from the pre-Christian era to the present explores the undeniable power of social, political, and religious dissent throughout history and around the world. Voices of Protest is an inspiring and comprehensive look at the meaning of protest throughout history, in democratic and nondemocratic societies.
It is also a rousing confirmation that individual and community action matters and has great influence. Collected here are more than 300 documents--essays, letters, newspaper articles, court decisions, song lyrics, poetry, cartoons, and more--that represent seven main categories of protest: Civil Rights; National Self Without public protest, democracy is dead. Every successful challenge to excessive power begins outside the political chamber. sclerotises: it becomes a conversation between different factions of the elite.
UK'S EDF SUES PROTESTERS, and OTHER CORPORATE SLAPPs
But protest is of no democratic value unless it is effective. It must disturb and challenge those at whom it is aimed. It must arou watch. The climate change campaigners trying to prevent a new dash for gas wrote to their MPs, emailed the power companies were ignored. So last year 17 of them climbed the chimney of the West Burton power station and occupied it for a week(1). Thei senses of the word: they presented an issue to the public which should be at the front of our minds. Prompted to act by altruism be remembered as we remember suffragettes and anti-slavery campaigners.
Last week the operator of the power station -EDF, which is largely owned by the French government -announced that it is su others, for £5m(2). It must know that, if it wins, they have no hope of paying. It must know that they would lose everything the their lives. For these and other reasons, EDF's action looks to me like a Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation: a SLAPP SLAPPs are attempts to bully people into political submission through inordinate demands(3). Their purpose is to terrify and e chance of success, they ensure that campaigners who might otherwise have been trying to protect the environment or to defend snarled up in the courts. Often, whatever the merits of the case, people will agree to leave the company alone if it drops the suit Those who might have joined the campaign are frightened off. Those who might have become active in other campaigns avoid p consequences. Their absence impoverishes democracy.
SLAPPs are used all over the world. Three people are currently being sued -each for over a million dollars -for protesting aga Niagara Falls in Canada called Marineland(4,5). Two of them are former trainers from the park, who have alleged that the anim treated. They claim that seals have gone blind as a result of dirty water, and dolphins' skin has been falling off in chunks(6). Th allegations.
After they attended a peaceful demonstration, Marineland served them with writs containing a number of exotic claims. One fo accused of plotting to steal the park's half-tonne walrus. He says he doubts his "second floor apartment would hold a walrus. M cats."(7) Daft as the suits appear, they have succeeded in tying the campaigners in legal knots.
Dale Askey, formerly a librarian at Kansas State University, is being sued for $4.5m (alongside his current employer) by an aca Mellen Press(8,9). His offence was to challenge the quality and cost of the books the press produced: something librarians see a In Canto 21 of the Inferno, Dante watches lawyers who made a habit of bringing frivolous or oppressive suits being perpetually tar by demons with boathooks. They get off quite lightly, in other words. But perhaps hell of a different kind awaits on earth. It 2003 Barbra Streisand's lawyers launched an action to have an aerial photograph of her home in Malibu removed from a collec purpose was to document coastal erosion (11) . They demanded $50m in damages. Before they became involved, the photo was d month after they launched their stupid suit, it was downloaded 420,000 times(12). The Streisand Effect, in other words, is blow consequences of an attempt at censorship.
The best-known example is Britain's famous McLibel case, in which McDonalds tried to sue two penniless activists(13). By 199 British history concluded, McDonalds had suffered a devastating defeat in the court of public opinion.
In 2004, Gunns, a company turning ancient rainforests in Tasmania into pulp, sued 20 people who had been protesting agains containing some of the tallest trees on earth. It sought $6.4m from them for attempting to disrupt its operations. The result wa company. Its customers fled, its share price collapsed and its chief executive was forced out. Gunns found itself obliged to settle payouts to the people it had sued (14) .
EDF might find itself in similar trouble. The backlash against this arm of the French state, seeking to alter the course of British participate, is building rapidly. A petition launched on Friday, asking the company to drop its suit, has already gathered 12,000 find itself forever linked in the public mind with oppressive power, the stifling of dissent and climate breakdown. While eternal submersion in a lake of boiling tar invokes, for a fossil fuel company, a certain symmetry, this self-inflicted publi to be almost as excruciating.
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